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Compact professional walk-behind mower now available from
Ferris in the UK
Brand new to the Ferris line-up in the UK, the new Ferris FW15 launches this month at the
2019 SALTEX event on stand H190, offering the brand’s most compact pedestrian mower
footprint ever.
Featuring a host of Ferris’ unique features, the brand new FW15 is a variable hydrostatic
mower with narrow footprint for trimming in tight spaces, around trees and alongside flower
beds.
With a smooth, user friendly operation, the FW15 can be controlled and operated
comfortably with just one hand, with adjustable speed control and handlebars with 4position options for complete user comfort.
The compact 32” mulching deck is made from fabricated, reinforced steel with dual timed,
Marbain 5mm thick cutting blades and spring assisted height of cut adjustment lever for
quick and simple height changes.
With variable hydrostatic drive, the FW15 provides smooth traction for sloping and level
terrain in forward and reverse.
Powered by a Stage 5 ready Honda GXV390 petrol engine, the FW15 has a ground speed
of 6.4km/h in forward and 3.2km/h in reverse along with a 2.1 litre fuel tank for longer
mowing time.
A special feature of the FW15 is the front wheel set-up, with ‘tweel’ style swivel wheels
which can be locked into position as required.
Bill Johnston, Head of the Ferris UK importer business Machinery Imports, is excited to
reveal the FW15 to the UK market at SALTEX.
“This new addition to the line-up offers an exciting new avenue for our Ferris business in
the UK.
The 32” cutting deck and compact profile of the FW15 provides a great addition to the
trailer for any grounds maintenance professional, with all the exceptional features and build
quality users already recognise from Ferris mowers across the country.”
SALTEX visitors are welcomed to stand H190 to see the new Ferris FW15 up close and
learn more about the full range of Ferris ride-on, stander and pedestrian professional
mowers.
Find out more at www.ferrismowers.co.uk/fw15
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